SALES TAX EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE

STATE OF ILLINOIS

JOB NAME_________________________________________________________

JOB ADDRESS______________________________________________________

CONTRACT DATE__________ CONTRACT NUMBER______________________

PRIME CONTRACTOR/YOUR CUSTOMER______________________________

NAME OF TAX EXEMPT BODY____________________________________________

STATE EXEMPT ID#______________________________________________________

STATUS:

_________ Exempt – Reg./Resale number

_________ Exempt – Contract with a charitable institution, church, school, or the Federal Government

_________ Exempt – Contract with Sate of Local Government

_________ Exempt – Enterprise Zone – number _____________

City of___________

_________ Exempt – Material Purchased for use in Production Agriculture

_________ Exempt – Other (explain)

We certify that the materials purchased are for conversion into real estate under a contract with a charitable institution, church, school, Federal Government, State of Local Government, or other as indicated above. Should determination be made that any or all of the products be used for a taxable purpose, it is agreed that tax, penalty, and interest will be paid to the seller.

________________________________________
(Firm Name)

_________________  _______________________
(Signature)  (Title)